WWW 2017 Organization

**General Chairs:**  Rick Barrett, W3Events
                   Rick Cummings, Murdoch University

**Technical Program Committee Chairs:**  Eugene Agichtein, Emory University
                                          Evgeniy Gabrilovich, Google Research

**Local Organizing Committee:**  Chair: Chris Evans
                                 Rick Barrett, W3Events
                                 Erik Champion, Curtin University
                                 Rick Cummings, Murdoch University
                                 Kim Heitman, W3Events
                                 Arnold Wong, Australian Computer Society
                                 Rene Bennett, Encanta Events Management

**Local Program Committee:**  Co-Chair: Erik Champion, Curtin University
                               Co-Chair: Rick Cummings, Murdoch University
                               Victor Alvarez, Murdoch University
                               Rene Bennett, Encanta Events Management
                               David Gibson, Curtin University
                               Tomayess Issa, Curtin University
                               Rebecca Lange, Curtin University
                               Jianxin Li, The University of Western Australia
                               Artur Lugmayr, Curtin University
                               Martin Masek, Edith Cowan University
                               S Zaung Nau, Curtin University
                               Adam Osserian, Edith Cowan University
                               Mark Reynolds, The University of Western Australia
                               Demitiros Sampson, Curtin University
                               Andrew Walker, Fleet Engineering
                               Kevin Wong, Murdoch University

**Logistics Committee:**  Chair:  Arnold Wong, Australian Computer Society
                          Rick Barrett, W3Events
                          Rene Bennett, Encanta Events Management
                          Sam Cross
                          Rick Cummings, Murdoch University
                          Scott Hollier
                          Mike Kent, Curtin University
                          Rivka Niesten,
                          Kristi Parker, Encanta Events Management
                          Ruchi Permvattana